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Abstract 
Virtualization is a technique that has evolved the industry of information technology to its zenith; because it reduces 
bottleneck of the physical server requirements like power supply, hardware maintenance, disk extensibility, datacentre 
space etc. However the current requirements of the business needs still encourage the engineers to come up with strong 
new ideas that fulfils the need of business which is High availability from the infrastructure perspective, this high 
availability is a feature that can achieved by implementing the Shared storage. Hence if an environment which comprise 
of Virtualization along with common shared storage that will be a tremendous innovation for achieving high availability 
of the web services that are hosted on the virtual environment. The features which are mentioned are available in the 
industry from different vendors which need to be collaborated appropriately to achieve the high availability of the 
resources. 
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1. Introduction 

In Information technology Infrastructure Services industries, availability of the web services for the end users 
is a key factor that develops and retains the business, if a banking web service runs on a physical server with 
storage and memory available only on the physical machine it leads to the single point failure of the resources 
which shall result in loss of millions of dollars in few minutes. Meanwhile if the same web service runs on a 
virtualized server which are clustered and the storage is separated from the machine with dual controller 
connectivity to the machines that would avoid the single point of failure and other issues in the physical 
machine side like power supply, hardware maintenance, disk extensibility, datacenter space etc., However the 
virtualization technology alone cannot achieve the high availability of the resources for the web services and 
it shall be combined with different other technologies to achieve high availability. Here in this project Virtual 
servers are coupled with common shared storage and clustering functionality implemented on the virtual 
servers enables the availability of the web services from infrastructure perspective. Architecting of the 
environment is another important factor that makes the web services environment best in terms of effective 
utilization of resource, cost effective way of design, and achievement of maximum productivity [4]. 
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2. Storage Overview 

A Storage is a device which stores all the contents of the applications like coding, images, flash videos etc. 
sometimes storage shall also include the operating system if it is virtualized OS. The storage may be in size of 
terabyte hence it is always preferred to make it into several partitions in the devices like NetApp partitions are 
done by creating a volume then creating a logical unit number (LUN) which is unique, and 
then this shall be detected on the physical machine to which it is connected [1]. 

2.1 Storage Implementation 

In FCP and iSCSI networks, storage systems are targets that have storage target devices, which are referred to 
as LUNs (logical units). From the storage system, a LUN is a logical representation of a physical unit of 
storage. It is a collection of, or a part of, physical or virtual disks configured as a single disk. When a LUN is 
created, it is automatically striped across many physical disks. From the host, LUNs appear as local disks on 
the host that you can format and manage to store data [2]. 
 

 

Fig. 1 Block Representation of Storage Device 

While creating the volume the size has to decided depending upon our application which will be hosted on the 
virtual OS, once the disk  is detected on the machine, file system can be created based on our requirements 
and there are different types of file system like Network file system (NFS), Unix file system (UFS), Zeta file 
system (ZFS) etc. The file system enables us to store the data in the disks of the storage [3]. 

3. Zone Overview 

The goal of virtualization is to move from managing individual datacenters components to managing pools of 
resources. Successful server virtualization can lead to improved server utilization and more efficient use of 
server assets. Server virtualization is also important for successful server consolidation projects that maintain 
the isolation of separate systems. The Oracle Solaris Zones partitioning technology is used to virtualize 
operating system services and provide an isolated and secure environment for running applications. A non-
global zone, referred to as a zone, is a virtualized operating system environment created within a single 
instance of the Oracle Solaris operating system. The instance of the operating system is called the global zone 
[5]. 
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3.1 Zone Implementation 

In one Physical Solaris machine five zones are created which are five virtual servers; these five zones are 
referred as non-global zones which hosts the web services and the applications. Totally there are two physical 
Solaris machines each with 5 zones. During the Zone creation, the operating system produces an application 
execution environment in which processes are isolated from the rest of the system. 

 

 
Fig. 2 Block Representation of Solaris Physical machine1 with Zones 

 
This isolation prevents processes that are running in one zone from monitoring or affecting processes that are 
running in other zones. Even a process running with root credentials cannot view or affect activity in other 
zones. With Oracle Solaris Zones, you can maintain the one-application-per-server deployment model while 
simultaneously sharing hardware resources [6]. 

 
 

 
Fig. 3 Block Representation of Solaris Physical machine2 with Zones 
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4. Cluster Overview 

Cluster generally refers to a group of any similar things, in technological aspect it shall be briefed as a group 
of similar kind of resource that enables the availability of the services. Solaris Cluster provides services that 
remain available even when individual nodes or components of the cluster fail. Solaris Cluster provides two 
types of HA services: failover services and scalable services. 

To eliminate single points of failure, a Solaris Cluster configuration has redundant components, including 

multiple network connections and data storage which is multiply connected via a storage area network. 

Clustering software such as Solaris Cluster is a key component in a Business Continuity solution, and the 

Solaris Cluster Geographic Edition was created specifically to address that requirement [7].Solaris Cluster is 

an example of kernel-level clustering software. Some of the processes it runs are normal system processes on 

the systems it operates on, but it does have some special access to operating system or kernel functions in the 

host systems. 

4.1 Zone Implementation 

A zone cluster is composed of one or more non-global zones, which are all of zone brand type cluster. Each 

cluster node of a zone cluster resides on a different Oracle Solaris host. A zone cluster node requires that the 

global zone on that same Oracle Solaris host must be booted in cluster mode in order for the zone cluster node 

to be operational [8].  

 
Fig. 4 Multiple clusters deployed on a four machine configuration 

 

All zone cluster nodes must be on Oracle Solaris hosts belonging to the same global cluster. The zone cluster 

nodes can be a subset of Oracle Solaris hosts for that same global cluster. While a zone cluster depends upon 

a global cluster, a global cluster does not depend upon any zone cluster. 

5. System Implementation 

As it was described about Solaris machine earlier the architecture is proposed here with two physical Solaris 
machine of Oracle Sparc architecture which is also called as global zone, the global zone is the administering 
zone through which other non-global zones or the virtual servers are created. These non-global zones have 
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their own arguments like number of CPU’s, physical memory size, network interface and their IP address 
fixed by the commands so that each zone will be separated from each other and they shall have their own 
applications installed in it and may act as email application server or Web server etc. 
 
This entire physical Solaris machine will be connected to the network via switches and router so that it will 
have the global reachability. On the other side of the Solaris machine is our storage device which will host all 
the contents of the entire machine including the zones but will be isolated from each other through the 
concept of creating the volume and Logical Unit Number (LUN) for each zone uniquely. 
 

 

 

Fig. 5 Overview of Proposed System Architecture 
 

The Physical Solaris machine is connected to the storage via two controllers controller A and controller B that 
provides higher availability of the content from the storage as zones are hosting the applications from the 
storage, this storage would in turn have the dual power supply option one from the normal power unit another 
from the alternative emergency power unit. So the content will be always available to the global reach via zones 
and network gateway. 
The Zones i.e Virtual servers which are created on each physical machine is five along with the five zone 
configuration of the virtual servers of the other machine, thus each physical server will have ten zone 
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configuration with five configuration available online. The content for these zones are available only from its 
respective volume in the storage disk that are configured using the LUNs. Clustering of the Zones in the 
physical machine would help in handling the provision of service of the zones to access the storage, but in this 
first phase of implementation it has been considered to implement the creation of the volumes and LUNs in 
storage and creation of Zones in physical machine and integrating the these two technologies and obtain the 
result of performance. 

 

5.1 Net App Configuration for Web Server 1 

• root@solaris# devfsadm –v 
• root@solaris#format –e  
 
Searching for disks...done 
AVAILABLE DISK SELECTIONS: 
c3t3952332D80AE5D89d0 
<NETAPP-LUN-810a-100.00GB> 
/scsi_vhci/ssd@g3952332D80AE5D89 
… 
 
• Select : 0 
• >partition 
• >print  
• >label 
• devfsadm –v 
• scdidadm –r 
• cldevice populate  
 
To look for the NetApp device in our server  
 
• scdidadm –L 
solaris:/dev/rdsk/c2t3E9108DBAE6F3437d0   /dev/did/rdsk/d3 
solaris:/dev/rdsk/c5t5000CCA02532CF9Cd0   /dev/did/rdsk/d4 
solaris:/dev/rdsk/c5t5000CCA025339310d0     /dev/did/rdsk/d5 
solaris:/dev/rdsk/c5t5000CCA0252CDC08d0   /dev/did/rdsk/d6 
solaris:/dev/rdsk/c5t5000CCA0250CA168d0   /dev/did/rdsk/d7 
solaris:/dev/rdsk/c0t5000C50047BAEFBFd0   /dev/did/rdsk/d8 
solaris:/dev/rdsk/c0t5000C50047BB0DABd0   /dev/did/rdsk/d9 
solaris:/dev/rdsk/c0t5000C50047BA9E43d0   /dev/did/rdsk/d10 
solaris:/dev/rdsk/c0t5000C50047BB4BE3d0   /dev/did/rdsk/d11 
 
Disk to be used for Zpool and ZFS creation 
solaris:/dev/rdsk/c3t3952332D80AE5D89d0   /dev/did/rdsk/d12 
 

5.2 Clustering Resource Group 
 
Resource Group 

root@solaris # clrg create WS1-rg 
 

•Disk Resource 
root@solaris # clrs create -g WS1-rg -t SUNW.HAStoragePlus -p Zpools=zpool-WS1dsk-rs 
 

•Resource on lining 
root@solaris # clrg online -M WS1-rg 
 

•Ethernet Resource 
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Update the /etc/hosts file with following entry 
192.168.1.3    WS1-lh    #this will be the logical host address for the clustered zone 
IPMP group creation on both servers 
root@solaris # vi hostname.igb1 
solaris-igb1 netmask + broadcast + group ipmp1 up 
root@solaris2 # vi hostname.igb1 
solaris2-igb1 netmask + broadcast + group ipmp1 up 
Create ethernet resource 
root@solaris2 # clrslh create -g WS1-rg -h WS1-lh -N ipmp1@solaris,ipmp1@solaris2 WS1-
ethernet-rs 
 

•Check cluster status 
root@solaris2 # scstat 

 
 
5.3 ZPOOL and ZZFS File System Creation for Web Server 1 
 
• root@solaris # zpool create zpool-WS1 
/dev/rdsk/c3t3952332D80AE5D89d0  
• root@solaris # zpool list 
NAME  SIZE   ALLOC FREE  CAP  HEALTH   ALTROOT 
zpool-WS1 98.97G  91K    98.97G      0%   ONLINE  
   
• root@solaris # zfs create  zpool-WS1/zfs-WS1  
• root@solaris # zfs list 
NAME   AVAIL USED   REFER MOUNTPOINT 
zpool-WS1          98970M   4.35G     32K    / zpool-WS1 
zpool-WS1/zfs-WS1   98970M   98.35G    98970M   / 
 
Create a directory in ZFS  
• root@solaris# mkdir /zpool-WS1/zfs-WS1/dir-WS1 
• root@solaris#chmod 700 /zpool-WS1/zfs-WS1/dir-WS1 

 
5.4 Zone Configuration for WS1 in Physical Machine 1 
 

� root@solaris# zonecfg -z WS1  
� zone1: No such zone configured, Use 'create' to begin configuring a new zone. 
� zonecfg:zone1> create  
� zonecfg:zone1> set zonepath=/zpool-ws1/zfs-ws1/dir-ws1  
� zonecfg:zone1> add dedicated-cpu 
� zonecfg:zone1:dedicated-cpu> set ncpus=1 
� zonecfg:zone1:dedicated-cpu> end  
� zonecfg:zone1> add capped-memory 
� zonecfg:zone1:capped-memory>set physical=100m 
� zonecfg:zone1:capped-memory> set swap=512m 
� zonecfg:zone1:capped-memory> end  
� zonecfg:zone1> set scheduling-class=FSS 
� zonecfg:zone1> add net 
� zonecfg:zone1:net> set address=172.25.11.71 
� zonecfg:zone1:net> set physical=ce0 
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� zonecfg:zone1:net> end  
� zonecfg:zone1> add attr  
� zonecfg:zone1:attr> set name=comment  
� zonecfg:zone1:attr> set type=string 
� zonecfg:zone1:attr> set value="Web server 1" 
� zonecfg:zone1:attr> end  
� zonecfg:zone1> verify  
� zonecfg:zone1> commit 

 
5.5 Flar Installation of WS1 in Zone of Physical Machine 1 
 
root@solaris# zoneadm -z WS-1 install -p -a /data/WS-1.flar 
 A ZFS file system has been created for this zone. 
     Log File: /var/tmp/zone1.install.2766.log 
              Source: /tank1/zone1/WS1.flar 
     Installing: This may take several minutes... 
 Postprocessing: This may take several minutes... 
 … 
         Result: Installation completed successfully. 
       Log File: /WS-1/WS-1/WS-1/root/var/log/WS-1.install.2766.log 
root@solaris# zoneadm list -cv 
 ID NAME  STATUS   PATH                             BRAND    IP 
 0 global    running   /                                      native     shared 
-1 WS-1    installed /zpool-WS1/zfs-WS1/WS-1   solaris8  shared 

 
5.6 Switchover of Cluster Resources 
 

� Switch the resources to solaris 2 physical machine and  install the flar after configuring the similar 
zone. 

� root@solaris1#  clrg switch -n solaris2 WS-1-rg 
� List ZFS after switchover 

� root@solaris2# zfs list 

      NAME                   USED  AVAIL  REFER  MOUNTPOINT 
      zpool-WS-1                 1.51G  3.38G    32K         /zpool-WS-1 
      zpool-WS-1/zfs-WS-1  1.51G  3.38G   550M       /zpool-WS-1/WS-1 
      Remove the configuration in zone1 

� root@univadis-T2 # rm -r /zpool-WS-1/zfs-WS-1/WS-1         

       rm: Unable to remove directory /zpool-WS-1/ZFS-WS-1/WS-1 
       : Device busy 
 
 
5.7 Zone Configuration for WS1 in Physical machine 2 
 

� root@solaris# zonecfg -z WS1  

� zone1: No such zone configured, Use 'create' to begin configuring a new zone. 
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� zonecfg:zone1> create  

� zonecfg:zone1> set zonepath=/zpool-ws1/zfs-ws1/dir-ws1  

� zonecfg:zone1> add dedicated-cpu 

� zonecfg:zone1:dedicated-cpu> set ncpus=1 

� zonecfg:zone1:dedicated-cpu> end  

� zonecfg:zone1> add capped-memory 

� zonecfg:zone1:capped-memory>set physical=100m 

� zonecfg:zone1:capped-memory> set swap=512m 

� zonecfg:zone1:capped-memory> end  

� zonecfg:zone1> set scheduling-class=FSS 

� zonecfg:zone1> add net 

� zonecfg:zone1:net> set address=172.25.11.71 

� zonecfg:zone1:net> set physical=ce0 

� zonecfg:zone1:net> end  

� zonecfg:zone1> add attr  

� zonecfg:zone1:attr> set name=comment  

� zonecfg:zone1:attr> set type=string 

� zonecfg:zone1:attr> set value="Web server 1" 

� zonecfg:zone1:attr> end  

� zonecfg:zone1> verify  

� zonecfg:zone1> commit 

 
 
 
5.8 Flar Installation of WS1 in Zone of Physical Machine 2 
 

root@solaris2# zoneadm -z WS-1 install -p -a /data/WS-1.flar 
 A ZFS file system has been created for this zone. 
     Log File: /var/tmp/zone1.install.2766.log 
              Source: /tank1/zone1/solaris8-image.flar 
     Installing: This may take several minutes... 
 Postprocessing: This may take several minutes... 
 … 
         Result: Installation completed successfully. 
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       Log File: /WS-1/WS-1/WS-1/root/var/log/WS-1.install.2766.log 
root@solaris2# zoneadm list -cv 
 ID NAME  STATUS   PATH                             BRAND    IP 
 0 global    running   /                                      native     shared 
1 WS-1    installed /zpool-WS1/zfs-WS1/WS-1 solaris8  shared 

 
 
5.9 Cluster Resource 
 

root@solaris # cp /opt/SUNWsczone/sczbt/util/sczbt_config   /zpool-WS1/zfs-WS1/dir-WS1 
root@solaris # cd tank1/zone1/zone1 
root@solaris # mkdir Param 
root@solaris # vi sczbt_config 
RS=zone1zone-rs 
RG=zone1-rg 
PARAMETERDIR=/zpool-WS-1/zfs-WS-1/WS-1/Param 
SC_NETWORK=1 
SC_LH=zone1-ethernet-rs 
FAILOVER=true 
HAS_RS=zone1disk-rs 
# 
Zonename=WS-1 
Zonebrand="solaris8" 
Zonebootopt="" 
Milestone="svc:/milestone/multi-user-server" 
LXrunlevel="3" 
SLrunlevel="3" 
Mounts="" 

 
5.10 Register Cluster Configuration and Enable Cluster Resource 
 

after updating of the file following commands need to be executed 
� root@solaris # cd  /opt/SUNWsczone/sczbt/util  

� root@solaris # ./sczbt_register -f /zpool-A/zfs-A/dir-A/sczbt_config 

sourcing /zpool-1/zfs-WS1/WS-1/sczbt_config.. 
Registration of resource zone1zone-rs succeeded. 
Validation of resource zone1zone-rs succeeded.. 
Enable the cluster resource 
root@solaris # clrs enable zone-WS-1-zone-rs 

 

6. Conclusion 

The applications which are hosted on the zones does not exhibit any difference to the end user or even to the 
developers as they would be working on the server as if it is a physical server but only the administrator who 
has control knows that this server has five zones which are being clustered. Thus it provides the isolation of 
the contents of the different virtual servers and storage is located away from the physical machine which 
gives dual controller access between them, thus it provides the High availability of the resources for the web 
services which are hosted and the end user shall not get the apology message like “server temporarily not 
available” on their browser, thus it reduces the single point of failure and increases the availability of the 
services that is one of the necessity of the web services era. 
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